[1] With Cluster 2001-2003 observations at $20 R E downtail we determine the cross-tail current sheet configuration via mapping of the neutral sheet positions and direct measurements of the sheet inclination. The warping effect tilts both flanks of the sheet up to 40°in the YZ GSM plane, while the gradual hinging effect tilts the sheet up to 10-20°roughly in the XZ plane. These findings are in agreement with the recent neutral sheet model of Tsyganenko and Fairfield (2004) . Nonuniform response of the neutral sheet B y to IMF was also revealed. Typical IMF B y penetration efficiency was 40-60%. However, efficiency for positive IMF B y was below 20% at both flanks. Therefore at the flanks of the neutral sheet the normal magnetic field component (along the normal to the warped sheet) is generally larger than the shear component (along the current).
Introduction
[2] The cross-tail current sheet shapes the Earth's magnetotail together with the geomagnetic dipole, and the sheet structure and dynamics are always in the focus of research. Though some magnetotail phenomena, such as, for example, bursty bulk flows, are known to be localized three-dimensional structures [Angelopoulos et al., 1997] , a more or less horizontal planar current sheet configuration is generally implied. Cluster has shaken this simplicity, presenting abundant observations of significantly inclined current sheets [Runov et al., 2003; Sergeev et al., 2004; Petrukovich et al., 2003] . In order to understand this diversity, it is important to reconstruct geometric configuration of the steady-state background and magnetic field profile inside the current sheet.
[3] Nominally, the B z (hereafter the GSM frame of reference is used) component, produced by a combination of the geodipole and the cross-tail current contributions, is associated with the normal (to the sheet) magnetic field. The B y component, which is mainly of interplanetary origin [Kaymaz et al., 1994b ] is considered as shear or guide field. Another important contribution to B y and B z is due to the tail flaring. It is worth mentioning that two main sorts of magnetospheric current sheets can be distinguished locally, according to their magnetic configuration. The magnetotail current sheet forms the magnetic field reversal with some normal magnetic component, connecting (almost) antiparallel field on both sides of it. The magnetopause-type sheet separates two topologically disconnected magnetic domains so that the normal component vanishes and the shear field dominates.
[4] In the inclined sheet it is important to reevaluate the magnetic configuration, using an actual normal direction. It appears that some of almost vertical sheet cases observed in the magnetotail have negligible magnetic field along the actual normal and the large shear component (basically formed by large B z ) [Petrukovich et al., 2003] . Values of normal and shear magnetic components are also important for the sheet dynamics and stability.
[5]
In the current investigation we analyze Cluster observations in the magnetotail during 2001 -2003 to determine the average cross-tail current sheet (or neutral sheet, as far as it concerns its inner part, where the magnetic field direction reverses) position, inclination, and magnetic field. For the inclination analysis, we use only relatively quiet slow crossings of the thick sheet, detected during 2002. Therefore in this part the current investigation is, in a sense, complementary to previous analyzes of thin dynamical sheets [Runov et al., 2003; Sergeev et al., 2004] . In the next section the neutral sheet configuration and models are reviewed, while in section 3 the approach to data selection and analysis is discussed. Section 4 describes statistical results.
Neutral Sheet Models
[6] Issues of magnetotail mapping and, in particular, the neutral sheet positioning, were first addressed when regular measurements in the magnetosphere became available [Russell and Brody, 1967, and references therein] . The main effects, defining the neutral sheet configuration, are the following:
[7] 1. The neutral sheet hinging, controlled by the geodipole tilt angle. Near the Earth, the sheet is closely aligned with the geomagnetic equatorial plane, which is inclined following the tilt. Further downtail the sheet bends to become parallel to the solar wind direction so that for nonzero geodipole tilts the sheet plane is displaced from Z = 0 plane.
[8] 2. The neutral sheet warping toward the Z = 0 plane at the flanks. It can be understood as equalization of the volume of northern and southern lobes, when the neutral sheet is offset due to hinging [Voight, 1984] .
[9] 3. The magnetotail twisting (rotation in YZ plane) follows the direction of IMF B y component. This effect is most important in the distant tail [Sibeck et al., 1985] .
[10] The widely used Fairfield neutral sheet model [Fairfield, 1980] incorporates the warping and linear hinging (within 10.5 R E downtail) effects and defines the sheet position, depending on the geodipole tilt angle and Y coordinate. Several modifications to this model, suggested later, basically adjusted (increased) warping at the flanks [Gosling et al., 1986; Dandouras, 1988; Hammond et al., 1994; Voight, 1984; Nakai et al. 1997] . Warping was also confirmed with corresponding bending of statistical cross-tail current flow lines [Kaymaz et al., 1994a] .
[11] It is convenient to describe the sheet orientation as the sheet normal direction in the special polar coordinate system, with X as the polar axis (Figure 1) . Zero values of polar and azimuthal angles correspond to the horizontal sheet with the normal along Z. The polar angle q is measured from the YZ plane. Positive values correspond to normals, inclined toward Earth. The azimuthal angle f (in YZ plane) is measured from the Z axis (positive for normal with positive Y component). The f angle is basically controlled by warping and twisting, while q is mostly due to hinging.
[12] A recent extended model, based on extensive Geotail and Polar data, accounts also for X coordinate (determining gradual hinging) and solar wind conditions (defining, in particular, twisting) [Tsyganenko et al., 1998; Tsyganenko and Fairfield, 2004] . In Figure 2a the cross-tail neutral sheet profiles are compared for Fairfield [Fairfield, 1980] (hereafter F80) and Tsyganenko and Fairfield [Tsyganenko and Fairfield, 2004] (hereafter TF04) models (for the tilt angle À20°, downtail position 14 R E , solar wind dynamic pressure 2 nPa, and IMF B z = 0 nT). The TF04 twisting effect is illustrated for three IMF B y values À5, 0, 5 nT. It results in $1 R E differences and is smaller than warping.
[13] In general, the TF04 warping effect is larger, while the sheet's central part is flatter. In TF04 the expected warping-related sheet inclination (f) at flanks can reach 40°and is almost two times larger than in F80 (Figure 2b ). Effects of dynamic pressure and IMF B z in TF04 are much smaller and are not addressed here. At Cluster apogee, TF04 also predicts a small q within ±10 -20°(not shown here). In the following we will compare Cluster observations with both models.
Data Set and Method Description
[14] Cluster spacecraft are in the magnetotail during July -October of each year and cross the neutral sheet near the apogee. Intervals of the magnetosheath and the low-latitude boundary layer were occasionally observed 
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PETRUKOVICH ET AL.: CROSS-TAIL CURRENT SHEET CONFIGURATION during one or two first and last orbits of the magnetotail ''season'' and were excluded after visual inspection, based on standard criteria of low temperature, high density, and tailward velocity. Inclusion of June and November (more flank) data proved to be unproductive because of frequent magnetopause crossings at apogee. Cluster 4-s resolution magnetic field data [Balogh et al., 2001] were averaged in 2-min intervals and combined with solar wind and IMF data (ACE level 2), which were shifted in time appropriately.
[15] Only Cluster-3 data during 2001 -2003 were taken to analyze the neutral sheet position and B y , B z profiles. The condition jB x j < 5 nT was used as a signature of the sheet crossing. Stricter criteria jB x j < 2 nT or B x (t i ) Á B x (t iÀ1 ) < 0 (t iÀ1 , t i are two successive measurements), defining the moment of the B x sign change, were found to be excessive. Namely, the spread in all data set variants was almost the same, while the number of points (2-min averages) in more selective subsets was considerably smaller, thus increasing statistical errors. Finally, the number of analyzed 2-min data points was 6600, taken from about 75 apogee passes. Spacecraft locations at the moments of neutral sheet crossings are shown in Figure 3 .
[16] Further results are presented in 2 R E bins with respect to the Y coordinate from À17 R E to 17 R E , which proved to be an optimal trade-off of spatial resolution and statistical reliability. At the Cluster downtail distances the difference between GSM Y coordinate and aberrated GSM Y (rotated by 3.5°) is less than 1. -1.5 R E and is not visible with our spatial resolution.
[17] It is worth noting that macroscale cross-tail current sheet GSM position is essentially driven by a combination of diurnal and seasonal geodipole GSM orientation changes (interplanetary influence is smaller, see below). Since Cluster apogee locations across the tail (Y-coordinates) depend mostly on a season, our Y-coordinate binning averages out diurnal changes and shows up seasonal ones.
[18] To analyze the instantaneous current sheet orientation, the 2-min averaged data from all four spacecraft were taken. In the planar geometry, the current sheet normal is perpendicular to the sheet plane and is along the magnetic field (B x ) gradient. Though actually the sheet is not planar on the global scale, it can be considered planar locally on a scale of spacecraft separation. The magnetic gradient vector can be determined using simultaneous four-point magnetic measurements ] (hereafter data quartet). Reliability of this computation depends on the particular spacecraft configuration, and several geometric parameters (elongation, planarity, etc.) , describing the quality of the Cluster tetrahedron, are available [Chanteur and Robert et al., 1998 ]. However, this requirement was not so selective actually, since spacecraft orbits in the magnetotail were specially chosen to form the optimal tetrahedron at apogee.
[19] The cross-sheet gradient will not be measured properly if large-scale change of magnetic field at the spacecraft separation is smaller than local magnetic variations. Lowfrequency magnetic turbulence can be of the order of 5 -10 nT during disturbed intervals [Vörös et al., 2003; Volwerk et al., 2004] . Taking into account the additional restriction to more quiet intervals (see below), we have taken only those data quartets for which the maximal difference between B x values, measured by all spacecraft, was larger than 5 nT. On the other hand, to provide reliable 4-point estimates of a gradient [Chanteur and ], all four spacecraft should be in the zone, where magnetic field changes linearly (e.g., within the half-width from the center for the Harris profile). For this reason we selected only data quartets with average B x less than 15 nT.
[20] Therefore to determine large-scale gradients, the spacecraft separation should be smaller but comparable with the sheet thickness. Only observations during year 2002, when typical separation was the largest ($3000-4000 km) and the range of acceptable sheet (half-)thicknesses was $3000 -15,000 km provided enough statistics for our analysis. The sheet can be thinner during dynamical events or before a substorm, but flank crossings, which are useful in determining regular sheet inclination, usually fit this range.
[21] The magnetotail, observed by Cluster, exhibits a lot of dynamical phenomena: thin ($1000 km) and significantly inclined in YZ plane current sheets, related with bursty bulk flows [Runov et al., 2003; Sergeev et al., 2004] , as well as low-frequency oscillations [Zhang et al., 2002] and other peculiar configurations [Petrukovich et al., 2003] . Sheet orientation, detected during such periods, is significantly different from the steady-state geometry and cannot be properly averaged out due to insufficient statistics. Therefore only intervals without bursty flow activity and/or fast multiple polarity changes of B x were selected with the help Figure 3 . Locations of neutral sheet (jB x j < 5 nT) Cluster-3 observations in XY and YZ planes.
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[22] In short, only data quartets with mean jB x j < 15 nT were used for the inclination analysis. Further applied criterion of maximum difference, larger than 5 nT, and selection of quiet intervals resulted in a final data set of $1000 quartets, taken from 19 apogee passes. Since fast sheet crossings were excluded, each apogee pass essentially contains one prolonged sheet crossing.
Results
[23] The detected neutral sheet profile, shown in Figure 3b , is a superposition of the spatial change across the tail (as in Figure 2 ), the seasonal difference of the tilt angle between July (dawn sector) and October (dusk sector), and the annual orbit evolution. During July -August (negative Y) the neutral sheet is above the Z = 0 plane and warps down, toward negative Z on the flanks (this effect is observable at larger negative Y). During September -October (positive Y) the neutral sheet is below the Z = 0 plane and warps up, toward positive Z, on the flanks (at larger positive Y). Therefore Cluster detects the same general orientation of the sheet's normal (tilted toward dawn if pointed northward) on both magnetotail flanks.
[24] Figure 4 presents observed sheet position, averaged in 2-R E bins (see section 3). IMF B y causes only rather moderate twist of the sheet, visible mainly at the flanks (Figure 4a) . Offsets of the observed sheet position with respect to F80 and TF04 models ( Figure 4b ) were computed as differences of actual and predicted Z coordinate. The small net difference $0.3 R E between actual data and both models is present in the center of the sheet. At the flanks, F80 underestimates real warping. TF04 performs better but probably overestimates warping at the dawn flank.
[25] Profiles of average neutral sheet magnetic field components B y and B z are presented in Figure 5 . Since B y is driven by IMF B y , we select two subsets of positive (selected as B y > 3 nT) and negative (B y < À3 nT) input. The homogeneity of our IMF B y subsets is checked in Figure 5a . Average positive IMF B y was rather stable for all our bins at $5 nT. Negative IMF B y was not so homogeneous, with the average $À6 nT and excursions to À10 nT in several bins.
[26] For positive IMF B y , the neutral sheet B y in the center of the sheet was about 2 -3 nT (Figure 5b ) or $40-60% of corresponding IMF. However, at both flanks it dropped almost to zero level. The profile of neutral sheet B y during intervals of negative IMF B y was less ordered at the duskside, most likely due to inhomogeneity of the IMF input. In the center of the sheet its average level was also at À2-3 nT, yielding the same percentage of IMF penetration. The dawn flank values, in contrast with that for the positive IMF B y subset, were the same as in the central part.
[27] Average neutral sheet B z , almost the same for all IMF B y , is shown in Figure 5c . Inclination of the neutral sheet magnetic field in the YZ plane, computed as arctan (B y /B z ), basically follows the B y profile (Figure 5d ).
[28] Finally, Figure 6 presents the current sheet inclination (in the polar coordinate system, explained in section 2) for the selected data set of the year 2002, as well as F80 and TF04 predictions. Actual azimuthal angle f (mostly warping effect, Figure 6a ) is found to be quite large up to $40°, in accordance with the TF04 model, while the F80 predictions are almost twice smaller. Polar angle variations within ±15°(mostly hinging effect, Figure 6b ) are generally consistent with the TF04 expectations, but observed dawnside angles are approximately twice smaller.
Discussion and Conclusions
[29] The statistical analysis of Cluster single-point and four-point magnetotail observations revealed macroscale spatial configuration of the cross-tail current sheet. Detected sheet positions were generally better described by the TF04 model, rather than by F80 model. The actual sheet YZ tilt (f up to À40°) at the flanks was almost two times stronger than the F80 prediction and in accordance with TF04. The net sheet position difference (current sheet twisting) between positive IMF B y = >3 nT and negative IMF B y = <À3 nT was hard to detect reliably on such rather small data set, but it was generally smaller than the TF04 prediction of about 1 R E (Figure 1a and Figure 4a ) and smaller than the sheet displacement from the XY plane. Fair comparison at the dusk flank was impossible, since corresponding IMF input was inhomogeneous (Figure 5a ). Therefore the sheet shift in YZ plane is indeed dominated by warping at such downtail distances. Another unique observation, namely, the hinging-related q $ ±10-15°, is in compliance with TF04.
[30] Proper understanding of the large-scale quasi-static cross-tail current sheet configuration is important for interpretation of case studies [Zhang et al., 2002] . Many dynamical sheets observed by Cluster exhibit significant inclination, but it is not always possible to determine the background sheet geometry at the same time, and therefore some reliable model should be used. However, due to the polar orbit, the number of Cluster measurements near the equatorial plane is small and does not permit drawing further conclusions about model details.
[31] Accepting a significant nonhorizontality of the crosstail current sheet both in the steady state and during dynamical events, one has to review the approach to interpretation of magnetic field inside a planar current (or neutral) sheet. Magnetic configuration in a simplest case of planar uniform sheet can be understood as a combination of several magnetic field components (in a sheet frame of reference). The main B l component, produced by the current, is parallel to the current plane, perpendicular to the current direction, and reverses its direction across the sheet. Two other possible magnetic components are shear B m , parallel to the current, and normal B n , perpendicular to the sheet plane. B m and B n are of primary importance for the sheet stability and dynamics, and their determination is among the main tasks of an experiment.
[32] For a cylindrical tail with horizontal sheet B l , B m , B n correspond respectively to GSM B x , B y , B z , with B y coming mainly from IMF penetration, while B z comes from geodipole and cross-tail current gradients. In the real magnetotail one has also to account for several other effects. The tail flaring adds to B y , B z small values, proportional to B x (actually to B l ). Aberration of the solar wind direction controls the tail axis with respect to GSM X and is typically about 4°. Nonhorizontality of the sheet additionally mixes up all components.
[33] In particular, the main magnetic field component B l , changing its sign across the sheet, is usually assumed to contribute only to B x and B y components. However, even the small sheet inclination q $ 10°adds quite substantial reversal effect also to B z ; with a ±10 nT change in B x , the B z variation is of the order of ±2 nT.
[34] However, in our study of magnetic field direction inside the neutral sheet we can consider that B m , B n can be determined from B y , B z , and f only, neglecting flaring, aberration, and q effects. It is possible because registered jB y j, jB z j ( Figure 5 ) are larger than 1 nT, while contributions of the above-mentioned effects to B y , B z should be less than 1 nT, since they are proportional to B x , smaller than B x , and in our neutral sheet selection (jB x j < 5 nT) residual average jB x j is within 1 nT (not shown here).
[35] In the following we compare experimental values of B y , B z ( Figure 5 ) with preferential sheet normal direction in YZ plane (Figure 6a ) to estimate the balance between normal and shear components in the warped cross-tail current sheet. While the B z is thought to be mainly of internal magnetospheric origin, most of the neutral sheet B y is due to the IMF. In our data set, local B y was generally $40-60% of IMF B y , in accordance with some previous investigations [Kaymaz et al., 1994b; Sergeev, 1987] . Earlier reported enhancement of IMF B y penetration efficiency at the flanks [Kaymaz et al., 1994b] was not observed here. However, our analysis was limited by jYj < 15 -17 R E , and such enhancement might exist at more distant flanks. On the contrary, a certain damping of positive B y (related to positive IMF B y ) was discovered at jYj > 7-10 R E , where efficiency of IMF penetration was below 20% (jB y j was within 1 nT, while the corresponding average IMF B y was at the same level) (Figures 5a and 5b ). This effect was not observed with negative IMF B y on the dawn flank (the dusk flank was hard to interpret).
[36] In the center of the sheet, where it is almost horizontal, a combination of average B y $ ±2 nT and B z $ 4 nT results in a variation of the neutral magnetic field direction within ±30°from the Z axis and the (almost vertical) sheet normal (Figure 5d ). Therefore on average here, normal magnetic field component is larger than shear component.
[37] At both flanks, due to a certain ''deficit'' (low penetration efficiency) of positive B y , the most probable range of the neutral sheet magnetic field direction is within from 0°to À30°from the Z axis. Since the flank sheet normal in the Cluster data set is inclined in the same direction (from À20°to À40°from Z), actual field direction only moderately deviates from the normal (20 -40°), and again on average normal component is larger than shear one. It is interesting to note that presence of significant positive B y would point the field more than 45°away from the normal direction and result in rather oblique configuration with dominating shear component. However, since the observed efficiency for positive IMF B y input is small, this is unlikely to happen.
[38] Therefore it appears that according to Cluster observations and using various IMF B y as a probe, the magnetotail ''prefers'' the configuration when normal magnetic field is larger more than the shear one. If B y at the flanks is really related to degree of warping, this effect ultimately depends on a dipole tilt (season). Since such seasonal dependence of IMF B y penetration is usually not expected, it could be averaged out in the previous studies.
[39] Finally, our analysis of the steady-state position and orientation of the cross-tail current sheet, based on the fourpoint Cluster data, revealed up to 40°warping-related inclinations on the flanks, and small $10°hinging-related inclination, which are in accordance with the recent neutral sheet model [Tsyganenko and Fairfield, 2004] . Such understanding of the macroscale sheet configuration is important to properly interpret dynamic fast sheet crossings and to determine proper values of shear and normal field components. An investigation of a larger data set is required to probe possible interplay between the flank sheet normal and efficiency of IMF B y penetration during different seasons.
